CIA
Knight of Malta Vatican Connection

Who formed the CIA?

*William "Wild Bill" Donovan.*

Catholic *Knight of Malta*

CIA Founder

He was considered the "father of the CIA." he was also the former head of the OSS before he was used to create the CIA.

---

*James J. Angleton*

*Knights of Malta*

Chief, CIA Counterintelligence

CIA Liaison with Soviet KGB

British *MI5*, 1975

OSS Officer in Rome

NKVD / KGB Agent

Manned "Vatican Desk", CIA

Manned "Israeli Desk", CIA

---

http://www.spirituallysmart.com/pics.htm
"We have before us the opportunity to forge for ourselves and for future generations a New World Order, a world where the rule of law, not the rule of the jungle governs the conduct of nations, when we are successful, and we will be, we have a real chance at this New World Order an Order in which a credible United Nations can use its peace keeping role to fulfill the promise and vision of the UN's founders."

George H.W. Bush Sr.
Bohemian Grove
Knights of Malta
United States President
CIA Director
Skull and Bones
Knight Grand Cross of the Most Honorable Order of the Bath
Shriner Freemason
Bushes Malta information

William J. Casey
CIA Director 1981 - 1987 under Reagan
Knights of Malta
Catholic
Jesuit Fordham University-trained

Casey knew next to nothing about Islamic fundamentalism or the grievances of Middle Eastern nations against Western imperialism. He saw political Islam and the Catholic Church as natural allies in the counter-strategy of covert action to thwart Soviet imperialism. He believed that the USSR was trying to strike at the U.S.
Central America and in the oil-producing states of the Middle East. He supported Islam as a counter to the Soviet Union's atheism, and Coll suggests that he sometimes conflated lay Catholic organizations such as Opus Dei with the Muslim Brotherhood, the Egyptian extremist organization, of which Ayman al-Zawahiri, Osama bin Laden's chief lieutenant, was a passionate member. The Muslim Brotherhood's branch in Pakistan, the Jamaat-e-Islami, was strongly backed by the Pakistani army, and Coll writes that Casey, more than any other American, was responsible for welding the alliance of the CIA, Saudi intelligence, and the army of General Mohammed Zia-ul-Haq, Pakistan's military dictator from 1977 to 1988. On the suggestion of the Pakistani Inter-Services Intelligence (ISI) organization, Casey went so far as to print thousands of copies of the Koran, which he shipped to the Afghan frontier for distribution in Afghanistan and Soviet Uzbekistan. He also fomented, without presidential authority, Muslim attacks inside the USSR and always held that the CIA's clandestine officers were too timid. He preferred the type represented by his friend Oliver North.

Over time, Casey's position hardened into CIA dogma, which its agents, protected by secrecy from ever having their ignorance exposed, enforced in every way they could. The agency resolutely refused to help choose winners and losers among the Afghan jihad's guerrilla leaders. The result, according to Coll, was that "Zia-ul-Haq's political and religious agenda in Afghanistan gradually became the CIA's own." In the era after Casey, some scholars, journalists, and members of Congress questioned the agency's lavish support of the Pakistan-backed Islamist general Gulbuddin Hekmatyar, especially after he refused to shake hands with Ronald Reagan because he was an infidel. But Milton Bearden, the Islamabad station chief from 1986 to 1989, and Frank Anderson, chief of the Afghan task force at Langley, vehemently defended Hekmatyar on the grounds that "he fielded the most effective anti-Soviet fighters."

Even after the Soviet Union withdrew from Afghanistan in 1988, the CIA continued to follow Pakistani initiatives, such as aiding Hekmatyar's successor, Mullah Omar, leader of the Taliban. When Edmund McWilliams, the State Department's special envoy to the Afghan resistance in 1988-89, wrote that "American authority and billions of dollars in taxpayer funding had been hijacked at the war's end by a ruthless anti-American cabal of Islamists and Pakistani intelligence officers determined to impose their will on Afghanistan," CIA officials denounced him and planted stories in the embassy that he might be homosexual or an alcoholic. Meanwhile, Afghanistan descended into one of the most horrific civil wars of the 20th century. The CIA never fully corrected its naive and ill-informed reading of Afghan politics until after bin Laden bombed the US embassies in Nairobi and Dar es Salaam on August 7, 1998.


http://www.ciadrugs.com/
CIA Drug Trafficking claims

“1965-1970 U.S. involvement in Vietnam is blamed for the surge in illegal heroin being smuggled into the States. To aid U.S. allies, the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) sets up a charter airline, Air America, to transport raw opium from Burma and Laos. As well, some of the opium would be transported to Marseille by Corsican gangsters to be refined into heroin and shipped to the U.S via the French connection. The number of heroin addicts in the U.S. reaches an estimated 750,000. “

http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/pages/frontline/shows/heroin/etc/history.html

http://www.mosquitonet.com/~prewett/ncrmay891113.html
Anatoliy Golitsyn
Henry Luce
Knights of Malta
CFR / CIA Officer
Skull and Bones
Editor, Time/Life
“the Reverend Billy Graham counts him as one of his best friends. Graham said that, after their first meeting arranged at the South Carolina's governor's mansion by 33rd Degree Mason, Strom Thurmon, he and Luce developed an "enduring friendship"!
[Dr. Burns, Billy Graham and His Friends: A Hidden Agenda?", p. 41]

Time Magazine's 1939 "Man of the Year" 50-milion-slaughtered-Grand-Inquisitor Joseph Stalin
again in 1942 (right)

Kim Philby
Knight of Malta
British SIS Mi6
Member of Jesuit Maly's "Cambridge Spy Ring"
CIA KGB

Allen Dulles
Knights of Malta
First civilian head of CIA
Allen's brother was John Foster Dulles (who served as U.S. Secretary of State under President Dwight D. Eisenhower (Shriner) from 1953 to 1959) and his nephew is Jesuit Cardinal Avery Dulles.

“[Knight of Malta German] General Reinhard Gehlen, Hitler’s chief intelligence officer against the Soviet Union, had struck a deal with the Americans (called OPERATION SUNRISE). The principle negotiators were [Knight of Malta] Allen Dulles and [Knight of Malta] William Casey of the OSS [Office of Strategic Services--the predecessor to the CIA], Sir William Stephenson for the British, and German SS General Karl Wolff… their negotiations enabled Gehlen to bring his entire Nazi Intelligence apparatus ‘unpurged and without interruption, into the service of the American superpower’, according to the authors of The General Was a Spy.” -U.S. Army Colonel James Gritz

“[Knight of Malta] Allen Dulles had been instrumental in arranging, with [Knight of Malta German General Reinhard] Gehlen, for this most unusual conversion of one of Hitler’s most sinister generals into an officer in the U.S. Army, but the details of Gehlen’s personal ‘surrender’ and subsequent flight to the U.S.--in General Eisenhower’s own VIP aircraft--were arranged by U.S. Army officers. It is important to note the active role of these U.S. Army officials in this unprecedented move of Hitler’s own intelligence chief, Gehlen, directly into the U.S. Army as an officer by a special act of Congress!”

Colonel L. Fletcher Prouty also see project paperclip http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Operation_Paperclip

Reinhard Gehlen
Knights of Malta
Hitler’s chief intelligence officer
Mossad
Associate of Licio Gelli (below)
Nazi Gestapo Chief [and Minister of ‘Homeland Security’] Heinrich Himmler had a Jesuit priest uncle who just happened to hold a top position in the Nazi SS. Then we find German General Reinhard Gehlen, a Knight of Malta, (and Hitler’s chief intelligence officer against the Soviet Union) being helped to escape to America through the efforts of an American Knight of Malta (and future Director, CIA) William Casey and American high-level Freemason Allen Dulles. As we examine the quotations included in this newsletter, we will notice that Knights of Malta and high-level Freemasons keep showing up not only in the CIA and other U.S. intelligence agencies, but also in foreign intelligence agencies!)

“Gehlen was instrumental in the formation and structure of Mossad. “
http://www.findagrave.com/cgi-bin/fg.cgi?page=gr&G Rid=66861327

John A McCone
Director of CIA  
Knights of Malta

Clay Shaw  
Knights of Malta  
Catholic  
CIA  
head of the international trade mart in New Orleans

1979, Richard Helms, former director of the CIA, testified under oath that Clay Shaw had been a part-time contact

Oliver North  
Knights of Malta  
National Security Council

North was a National Security Council staff member involved in the clandestine sale of weapons to Iran,  
In November 1986, as the sale of weapons was made public, North was dismissed by President Ronald Reagan.  

“North admitted shredding government documents related to his Contra and Iranian activities, at William Casey's suggestion, when the Iran Contra scandal became public. “  
(William Casey Connection above)  
Hearing Video  
http://youtu.be/Xlcwe2pXxtw

John Poindexter  United States Admiral  
Big Brother programs  
Information Awareness Office

So John Poindexter, along with Oliver North (above) and many others, went behind President Reagan's back (supposedly) and sold weapons to the Iranians (illegally), then took the money they made and funneled it to the brutal "Contra" army that they built in Central America (also illegally) note: the pyramid & All Seeing Eye goes back to Spiritually called Egypt April 7, 1990, Poindexter was convicted of conspiracy, obstruction of justice, lying to Congress, defrauding the government, and the alteration and destruction of evidence relative to the Iran-Contra Affair. The convictions were reversed in 1991, by a grant of "use immunity." The prosecution was not allowed to retry the case. (Total Information Awareness The TIA program was intended to detect terrorists by analyzing troves of information. The system, developed under Poindexter's direction, was envisioned to give law enforcement agencies access to private data on suspicion of wrongdoing — without a search warrant — for the George W. Bush administration in 2002, December 2002 to August 2003, Poindexter served as the director of the DARPA Information Awareness Office (IAO)

Aleister Crowley  
Knights of Malta
Sirhan Sirhan, Aleister Crowley

After a head injury from a race horse accident in 1966 and after an uncountable loss of time and disappearance, Sirhan surfaced suddenly engrossed with the occult and paranormal, “becoming seduced by their supposed ‘mystical powers’ and ‘hidden knowledge’, this meant that he was an extremely easy target for their programming as he was unlikely to question their methods.”[14]

In 1966, Sirhan began a chapter member of the Ancient Mystical Order of Rosae Crucis (AMORC), The Rosicrucians.[15] The Rosicrucian Fraternity (AMORC) was founded on an OTO Charter & Crowley met with its founder, H. Spencer Lewis. Rueben Swineburn Clymer was a Rosicrucian rival to H. Spencer Lewis. Clymer made public the charge that Lewis was initiated by Aleister Crowley. One group of Clymer’s Rosicrucians eventually merged with another Rosicrucian group that had ties to Aleister Crowley’s Thelema becoming a sort of Crowley cousin.[16]

The Great BEAST Crowley died on December 1, 1947, but H.P. Albarelli’s landmark book, Terrible Mistake, maintains that one secret 1957 MK ULTRA project was based on the work of Aleister Crowley, the Great BEAST 666.

“The MK ULTRA program funded drug experiments conducted by Aleister Crowley, a controversial, and some would say depraved, practitioner of the black arts, and considered a “high priest” of occultism. The World War II ‘truth drug’ research conducted by Stanley Lowell’s OSS department had briefly examined Crowley’s experiments with drugs…Nonetheless the CIA took a second look. Here it is worth noting that Crowley, according to writer Richard H. Spence, was a lifelong intelligence operative for the British government…he was experimenting with mescaline, and in the late 1930s was introduced to the wonders of peyote by Aldous Huxley…what seemed to attract the CIA’s scientific attention was Crowley’s use of drugs such as datura, called the “juice of the Vedic Soma,” and a hallucinogen sometimes called “Raziel’s Sapphire” that was used by Native Americans in Florida.”[17]

Sirhan, Flenaugh and Broussard appear to be Cyborg (Man + Predictable Behavior) mind control subjects straight out of the CIA’s occult and paranormal MK ULTRA-Artichoke Assassination divisions, and particularly the mind of sadistic, Dr. James Alexander Hamilton, at the Men’s Medical Facility at Vacaville, a Little Prison of Horrors.


Licco Gelli
P2 Lodge
During WWII, Oberleutnant (Italian) SS Licio Gelli was said to have derived his wealth from his presence in the Italian town of Cattaro, where the seized national treasures of Yugoslavia stolen by the Croatian Ustashi fascist were hidden.

A significant portion of these hidden treasures were never recovered and returned to Yugoslavia “but were stolen by Gelli”. Furthermore, as the war ended, and with the help of the Vatican, he helped organize the “Rat-lines” to get Nazi war criminals to South America for a fee of 40%. In collaboration with notorious pro-Nazi Catholic priest from Croatia, Father Krujoslav Dragonovic, Gelli, for example, helped Klaus Barbie, the “Butcher of Lyon” escape, with his costs borne by the US taxpayers, the U.S. Army Counter Intelligence Corps.

In 1998, Gelli was charged and convicted for fraud linked to the 1982 collapse of Banco Ambrosiano. During the arrest, police found gold bars, valued at more than $1.76 million, buried in terra-cotta pots brimming with flowers that decorated the terrace of Gelli’s mansion in Tuscany. Reports said some of the gold might come from a cache that Italian fascists stole from Yugoslavians during World War II.

Gelli, the ILLUMINATI KING, of Himmler’s SS was also a CIA asset. As part of Reinhard Gehlen’s CIA/Nazi Intelligence team (Gehlen Org), Gelli was the go between for the CIA and the Vatican through his P2 Lodge. Gelli and P2 are further connected to an ultra shadow figure, Heinrich Rupp. Rupp was part of the Martin Bormann secret post WWII Nazi ODESSA network. (Right), Bormann and Hitler within days of the fall of Berlin.

Rupp was part of Operation PAPERCLIP Nazis secretly brought into the United States to either work clandestinely in the new Military-Industrial Complex or work for US intelligence and Special Forces. Even today little is still known or exposed about Heinrich Rupp, but Rupp suddenly popped up in the “October Surprise” that propelled Ronald Reagan into the White House.

In 1980, Rupp surfaced as a longtime pilot for the CIA, including Air America. Rupp flew Reagan-Bush campaign manager and former CIA director, William Casey, from Washington National Airport to Le Bourget in Paris for secret meetings with Iranian officials. At three meetings on October 19 and 20, 1980 with representatives of Khomeini’s government at the Waldorf Florida and Crillon Hotels in Paris, it became the basis for the “October Surprise” that deliberately delayed the release of 52 Americans being held hostage in Iran since November 4, 1979 until after the election of Republican Ronald Reagan over incumbent President Jimmy Carter. In fact, Gelli was a guest of honor at the 1981 inauguration of President Ronald Reagan.

Rupp of the Bormann Org along with Reinhard Gehlen, General Walter Dornberger, General Walter Schreiber, Otto Skorzeny, Klaus Barbie, Franz Six, Emil Augsburg, Willi Krichbaum, Walter Rauff, Kurt Blome, Prince Valerio Borghese, Stephano Delle Chiaie, and many others were ultimately controlled and connected by the aristocratic and fascist CEPIC/Cercle des Nations leadership (Opus Dei and SMOM-
P2's membership is totally secret and not even available to its Mother Lodge in England. He was a double agent for the CIA and the KGB. Gelli also had close ties with the Italian Mafia. Gelli was a close associate of Benito Mussolini's fascist elite. He was also closely affiliated with Roberto Calvi, head of the scandal-ridden Vatican Bank.

The P-2 operated beyond democratic control, like the SS, a “state within a state secret”. They were the most powerful Italians, including high-ranking officers of the secret services and the army, influential industrialists and bankers, incumbent and former ministers.

Barry Dunham
Barry Soetoro Davis
a.k.a. Barack Hussein Obama
United States President 2009-201?
CIA ??????
Council on Foreign Relations
Vatican Engineered “Mahdi”
Biblical Anti Christ known as The First Beast

Why was Barack Obama in Pakistan in 1981 same time brzezinski was in Pakistan CIA training with the ISI and Mujaheddin?

Zibignew Brzezinski
Knights of Malta
President Jimmy Carter's National Security Adviser
CIA Operative
Bilderberg Group
Council on Foreign Relations
Trilateral Commission
Adviser: Jesuit Georgetown University
Polish Roman Catholic Socialist-Communist
Professor: Columbia University, New York
Recruiter of Barry Soetoro, 1981
Barack Hussein Obama (above)
CIA created Al-Qaeda video http://youtu.be/4VEhYiCBcgk

Brzezinski, known for his hardline policies on the Soviet Union, initiated in 1979 a campaign supporting mujaheddin in Pakistan and Afghanistan, which were run by Pakistani security services with financial support from the Central Intelligence Agency and Britain's MI6. Part of the CIA program was led by their elite Special Activities Division and included the arming, training and leading of Afghanistan's mujahideen who happens to be Al-Qaida Ayman Al-Zawarihi Mahdi Army Connection.

Although the CIA controversy says “the story about bin Laden and the CIA — that the CIA funded bin Laden or trained bin Laden — is simply a folk myth. There's no evidence of this. In fact, there are very few things that bin Laden, Ayman al-Zawahiri and the U.S. government agree on. They all agree that they didn't have a relationship in the 1980s. And they wouldn't have needed to. Bin Laden had his own money, he was anti-American and he was operating secretly and independently. The real story here is the CIA did not understand who Osama was until 1996, when they set up a unit to really start tracking him “
Council of Europe digs for truth on CIA prisons Sep 8 2011
“The Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe (PACE), which deals with legal affairs and human rights, gathered in Paris on Wednesday to discuss the report by Swiss politician Dick Marty (Switzerland, ALDE), who says the US has been widely using torture in European detention centers. Moreover, some European states have been resorting to state secrecy to cover up their activities. “

Who takes the rap for rendition? Sept 5 2011
“Europe's human rights commissioner has demanded that Lithuania, Poland and Romania investigate the roles their governments allegedly played in the CIA's program of "secret detention and torture" of terrorism suspects.Thomas Hammarberg called on the three countries to fully investigate the role their governments allegedly played in the CIA rendition program. “

FACEBOOK CIA Connection
Facebook - The CIA's Datamining Website http://youtu.be/ulaFxc06Pll
CIA Operating in the New York Police Department OCT 17 2011
WASHINGTON (AP) -- Working inside the New York Police Department is one of the CIA's most experienced clandestine operatives. He arrived in July as the special assistant to the deputy commissioner of intelligence. While his title is clear, his job responsibilities are not.
Federal and city officials have offered differing explanations for why this top CIA officer was assigned to a municipal police department since The Associated Press revealed the assignment in August. The CIA is prohibited from spying domestically, and its unusual partnership with the NYPD has troubled top lawmakers and prompted an internal investigation.

Ron Paul was right about CIA drug deal Dec 31 2011
Texas Congressman Ron Paul has long lobbied against government restrictions on the drug use of American citizens, but in the past the outspoken presidential hopeful has linked the US with narcotics closer than one might imagine.
As early as 1988, Paul was preaching of a relationship between the Central Intelligence Agency and Contras in Nicaragua amid the Iran-Contra scandal that plagued the Reagan administration. That relationship, said Paul, was one built with an intricate drug trade.

According to the GOP frontrunner in the race to the White House, the CIA imported cocaine from the Contras into America and then supplied domestic drug dealers with their loot, a transaction that allowed the Agency to operate its illegal trade with its Latin American neighbors that would have been otherwise impossible to fund with legitimate money.

Instead, said Paul, the CIA used dirty money made by the Agency’s drug deals to help afford the cost of arming the Contras against Sandinistas.

Speaking at a gathering of the National Organization for the Reform of Marijuana Laws, a NORML, Paul told an audience along the campaign trail back during his bid for the presidency in 1988 that the CIA was involved in dealing coke.

Drug trafficking is "a gold mine for people who want to raise money in the underground government in order to finance projects that they can't get legitimately. It is very clear that the CIA has been very much involved with drug dealings," Paul said in the address. "The CIA was very much involved in the Iran-Contra scandals. I'm not making up the stories; we saw it on television. They were hauling down weapons and drugs back. And the CIA and government officials were closing their eyes, fighting a war that was technically illegal."

Danilo Blandón, a former cocaine trafficker pegged by the US government, testified in 1981 that in regards to his own operation, "whatever we were running in LA the profit was going to the Contra revolution." Blandón, from Nicaragua, added that he was outfitted with supplies by the CIA and sold cocaine cheaply to California dealers in order to turn a profit around for the government.

Rumors of the connection have circulated since the Iran-Contra affair though and have gone largely unreported. Paul, however, is no stranger to calling out corrupt government whenever he can. In televised debates of would-be Republican contenders for the GOP nomination this year, Paul has repeatedly gone after Presidents George W. Bush and Barack Obama for involving America in foreign wars for interests not vested in the American public. In the case of the War on Terror, Paul recently remarked that the Bush administration was full of glee after the September 11 terrorist attacks as it had finally allowed the government a reason to invade. http://rt.com/usa/news/paul-cia-drug-government-053/

Confirmed: CIA secret prison in Poland April 1 2012
Another CIA-run interrogation 'black site' has been exposed after the confessions of top-ranking Polish officials blew the lid on the dirtiest secret in Eastern Europe.

The former head of Poland’s intelligence service secret Zbigniew Siemiatkowski has been charged with taking part in establishing a secret prison for the CIA in a remote part of the country. Allegedly, foreign prisoners in the detention center were tortured in connection with America's global war on terror.

Siemiatkowski refused to comment on the matter, citing the country's secrecy laws. However, he did not deny the report.

Rumors about Poland hosting a CIA-run prison had circulated for years, though the country's authorities dismissed them as absurd. However, the UN and the Council of Europe had long claimed they had evidence of the site's existence.

Former Polish President Aleksander Kwasniewski and former Prime Minister Leszek Miller both repeatedly denied the knowledge of the prison.
The official investigation into a CIA-run prison in Poland started in 2008, three years after Donald Tusk took office. It has taken just as long for evidence of the site to come to light.

Allegedly, a secret interrogation facility for terror suspects was operating in Stare Kiejkuty, a small village in remote Poland, from December 2002 to the fall of 2003, “depriving prisoners of war of their freedom” and “allowing corporal punishment.”

Earlier, two prisoners from Guantanamo Bay, Abd al-Rahim al-Nashiri and Abu Zubaydah, claimed they were prisoners at this ‘black site.’ Polish prosecutors have already given the two “victim status”.

Among other possible detainees are self-proclaimed 9/11 terrorist mastermind Khalid Sheikh Mohammed, perpetrator of the 2000 USS Cole bombing Abd al-Rahim al-Nashiri, and Palestinian terror suspect Abu Zubaydah.

According to the Helsinki Foundation for Human Rights, up to eight prisoners underwent “extraordinary rendition” to be tortured in Poland.

The harsh interrogation techniques used by the American spooks included waterboarding, starvation, cooling of the body, visual and acoustic deprivation for extended periods of time, slamming prisoners against walls, and mock execution, among many other methods.

Naturally, torture is not allowed in any European country, Poland included. If it is proven that Poland did in fact allow torture to take place at a CIA facility in their country, the matter could be taken before the European Court of Human Rights. The prosecution of Polish and American agents would also remain a distinct possibility.

“We can think about Polish intelligence officers who most probably somehow collaborated with the CIA in establishing this site. We can think about the CIA officers, because if they made it [tortures] in the territory of Poland – it is a crime,” human rights lawyer and head of the legal division at the Helsinki Foundation for Human Rights Dr Adam Bodnar told RT.

“But as you most probably know, the US authorities would not give any data regarding them and would not allow them to be extradited,” he concluded. http://rt.com/news/poland-cia-secret-prison-968/

**John Foster Dulles** (February 25, 1888 – May 24, 1959) served as U.S. Secretary of State under President Dwight D. Eisenhower from 1953 to 1959

CIA
“On June 26, 1912, he married Janet Avery, with whom he had two sons and a daughter. One of their sons, Avery Dulles (1918–2008), converted to Roman Catholicism, entered the Jesuit order and became the first American priest to be directly appointed a Cardinal. “

“As Secretary of State, Dulles spent considerable time building up NATO and forming other alliances “

“He was also the older brother of Allen Welsh Dulles, Director of Central Intelligence under President Eisenhower, “

**Allen Welsh Dulles** (April 7, 1893 – January 29, 1969)

Director of CIA

In 1921 while at the US Embassy in Istanbul, Dulles exposed the infamous Protocols of the Elders of Zion as a forgery, providing the story to The Times of London. The article was reprinted in The New York Times. In 1926 he earned a law degree from George Washington University Law School and took a job at the New York firm where his brother, John Foster Dulles, was a partner. He became a director of the **Council on Foreign Relations** in 1927, the first new director since the Council's foundation in 1921. He was the Council's secretary from 1933 to 1944.

**Avery Dulles** (August 24, 1918 – December 12, 2008) was a Jesuit priest, theologian, cardinal of the Catholic Church and served as the Laurence J. McGinley Professor of Religion and Society at Fordham University from 1988 to 2008

More info on these three on [http://www.spirituallysmart.com/jfk.html](http://www.spirituallysmart.com/jfk.html)